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Multi-Messenger Paradigm
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Acceleration of cosmic rays - 
especially in the aftermath of 

cataclysmic events, sometimes visible 
in gravitational waves.

Secondary neutrinos and gamma-rays 
from pion decays:
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e++νe + νμ

π0 → γ + γπ+ → μ++νμ
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Unique abilities of cosmic neutrinos: 

no deflection in magnetic fields  
(unlike cosmic rays) 

coincident with  
photons and gravitational waves 

no absorption in cosmic backgrounds 
(unlike gamma-rays) 

smoking-gun of  
unknown sources of cosmic rays 

BUT, very difficult to detect!

Neutrino Astronomy
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Optical Cherenkov Telescopes
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Antares

KM3NeT

Baikal-GVD

IceCube

(proposed)

Markov 1960: 
"We propose setting up 

apparatus in an underground 

lake or deep in the ocean in 

order to separate charged 

particle directions by 

Cherenkov radiation."
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IceCube Observatory
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The IceCube Observatory

• Giga-ton Cherenkov

telescope at the South Pole
• Collaboration of about 300

people at 47 intl. institutions
• 60 digital optical modules

(DOMs) per string
• 78 IceCube strings

125 m apart on triangular grid
• 8 DeepCore strings

DOMs in particularly clear ice
• 81 IceTop stations

two tanks per station, two
DOMs per tank

• 7 year construction phase
(2004-2011)

• price tag: e0.25 per ton
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• Giga-ton optical Cherenkov 
telescope at the South Pole 

• Optical modules attached to 
strings instrumenting 1 km3 
of clear glacial ice  

• Collaboration of more than 
300 scientists at 56 
institutions in 14 countries. 

• Research focus @ NBI : 
★ low-energy event selections, 

reconstructions & systematics 
★ tau neutrino appearance 
★ multi-messenger analyses 
★ IceCube Upgrade 
★ non-standard  phenomenaν
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Neutrino Selections
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atmosphere

IceCube

down-going
up-going

cosmic 
neutrino

10 per year (above 100TeV)

100,000 

per year

cosmic ray

atmospheric 
neutrino

60,000,000,000 
per yearcosmic ray

atmospheric 
muon

IceCube
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High-Energy Neutrinos
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2013: A Milestone for Neutrino Astronomy

First observation of high-energy astrophysical neutrinos by IceCube!

“track event” (from nµ scattering) “cascade event” (from all flavours)

[“Breakthrough of the Year” (Physics World), Science 2013]
(neutrino event signature: early to late light detection)
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First observation of high-energy astrophysical neutrinos by IceCube in 2013.

Edep ≃ 71 TeV Edep ≃ 1.0 PeV

"track event" (e.g.  CC interactions)νμ "cascade event" (e.g. NC interactions)

(colours indicate arrival time of Cherenkov photons from early to late)
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Diffuse TeV-PeV Neutrinos
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[IceCube, PRL 125 (2020) 12; PoS (ICRC2019) 1017; arXiv:2011.03545]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.09520
https://pos.sissa.it/contribution?id=PoS(ICRC2019)1017
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.03545
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Status of Neutrino Astronomy
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No significant steady or transient emission from known Galactic or 
extragalactic high-energy sources, but several interesting candidates.
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Astrophysical Flavours
Cosmic neutrinos visible via their oscillation-averaged flavour. 7
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FIG. 4. Measured flavor composition of IceCube HESE events
with ternary topology ID and extended multi-dimensional
analysis of the double cascades (black). Contours show the 1�
and 2� confidence intervals assuming Wilks’ theorem holds.
The shaded regions show previously published results [28, 49]
without direct sensitivity to the tau neutrino component. Fla-
vor compositions expected from various astrophysical neu-
trino production mechanisms are marked, and the entire ac-
cessible range of flavor compositions assuming standard 3-
flavor mixing is shown.

flavor components for the first time, and the degeneracy438

between the ⌫e and ⌫⌧ fraction is broken. The small sam-439

ple size in this analysis leads to an increased uncertainty440

on the ⌫µ fraction as compared to [28] and [49].441

The test statistic TS = �2
�
lnL(�0

⌫⌧
) � lnL(�b.f.

⌫⌧
)
�

com-442

pares the likelihood of a fit with a ⌫⌧ flux normalization443

fixed at a value �0
⌫⌧

to the free fit where �⌫⌧ assumes444

its best-fit value �b.f.
⌫⌧

. Evaluated at �0
⌫⌧

= 0 and using445

Wilks’ theorem, it gives the significance at which a van-446

ishing astrophysical tau neutrino flux can be disfavored.447

The test statistic is expected to follow a half-�2
k distri-448

bution with k = 1 degree of freedom [50]. See the Sup-449

plemental Material for a discussion. The observed test450

statistic is TS = 6.5, which translates to a significance451

of 2.8�, or a p-value of 0.005. A one-dimensional scan452

of the astrophysical ⌫⌧ flux normalization is performed453

with all other components of the fit profiled over. The454

1� confidence intervals are defined by TS  1, and the as-455

trophysical tau neutrino flux normalization is measured456

to457

�⌫⌧ = 3.0+2.2
�1.8 · 10�18 GeV�1 cm

�2
s�1 sr�1. (5)458

This constitutes the first non-zero measurement of the459

astrophysical tau neutrino flux.460

461

Summary and outlook. 7.5 years of HESE events462

were analyzed with new analysis tools. The previously463

shown data set was reprocessed using an improved de-464

tector calibration. Using a ternary topology classifica-465

tion directly sensitive to tau neutrinos, a flavor compo-466

sition measurement was performed. This analysis found467

the first two double cascades, indicative of ⌫⌧ interac-468

tions, with an expectation of 1.5 ⌫⌧ -induced signal events469

and 0.8 ⌫e,µ-induced background events at the best-470

fit single-power-law spectrum with flavor equipartition,471

�6⌫ = 6.4·10�18·GeV�1 cm
�2

s�1 sr�1, and �astro = 2.87,472

[30]. The first event, “Big Bird,” has a short double cas-473

cade length for its energy, and an energy asymmetry at474

the boundary of the selected interval for double cascades.475

No firm conclusion can be drawn about the nature of the476

neutrino interaction. The second event, “Double Double”,477

shows an energy asymmetry and double cascade length478

expected from the simulation of ⌫⌧ . The photon arrival479

pattern is well described with a double cascade hypothe-480

sis, but not with a single cascade hypothesis. An a poste-481

riori analysis was performed to determine the compati-482

bility of each of the events with a background hypothesis,483

based on targeted MC. The a posteriori analysis confirms484

the compatibility of “Big Bird” with a single cascade, in-485

duced by a ⌫e interaction, at the 25% level. A “Big Bird”-486

like event is ⇠ 3 (15) times more likely to be induced by a487

⌫⌧ than a ⌫e (⌫µ), the result being only weakly dependent488

on the astrophysical spectral index. “Double Double” is489

⇠ 80 times more likely to be induced by a ⌫⌧ than either490

a ⌫e or a ⌫µ. All background interactions have a com-491

bined probability of ⇠ 2%, almost independent of the492

spectral index of the astrophysical neutrino flux. While493

the a posteriori analysis was ongoing, two complemen-494

tary analyses using the “double pulse” method to search495

for tau neutrinos have been performed. Both also iden-496

tify “Double Double” as a candidate tau neutrino event497

[51, 52].498

Using an extended likelihood for double cascades which499

allows for the incorporation of a multi-dimensional PDF500

as evaluated by a kernel density estimator, the flavor501

composition was measured. The best fit is ⌫e : ⌫µ : ⌫⌧ =502

0.20 : 0.39 : 0.42, consistent with all previously pub-503

lished results by IceCube [28, 49], as well as with the ex-504

pectation for astrophysical neutrinos assuming standard505

3-flavor mixing. The astrophysical tau neutrino flux is506

measured to:507

d�⌫⌧

dE
=3.0+2.2

�1.8

✓
E

100 TeV

◆�2.87[�0.20,+0.21]

· 10�18 · GeV�1 cm
�2

s�1 sr�1,

(6)508

with a zero ⌫⌧ flux disfavored with a significance of 2.8�,509

or, p = 0.005.510

A limitation of the analysis presented here is the small511
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FIG. 4. Measured flavor composition of IceCube HESE events
with ternary topology ID and extended multi-dimensional
analysis of the double cascades (black). Contours show the 1�
and 2� confidence intervals assuming Wilks’ theorem holds.
The shaded regions show previously published results [28, 49]
without direct sensitivity to the tau neutrino component. Fla-
vor compositions expected from various astrophysical neu-
trino production mechanisms are marked, and the entire ac-
cessible range of flavor compositions assuming standard 3-
flavor mixing is shown.
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FIG. 4. Measured flavor composition of IceCube HESE events
with ternary topology ID and extended multi-dimensional
analysis of the double cascades (black). Contours show the 1�
and 2� confidence intervals assuming Wilks’ theorem holds.
The shaded regions show previously published results [28, 49]
without direct sensitivity to the tau neutrino component. Fla-
vor compositions expected from various astrophysical neu-
trino production mechanisms are marked, and the entire ac-
cessible range of flavor compositions assuming standard 3-
flavor mixing is shown.
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PRELIMINARY

[IceCube, arXiv:2011.03561]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.03561
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tau neutrino 
 candidate

• Tau neutrino 
charged current 
interactions can 
produce delayed 
hadronic cascades 
from tau decays. 

• Arrival time of 
Cherenkov photons 
is visible in 
individual DOMs.
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FIG. 3. Double cascade event #2 (2014). The reconstructed
double cascade vertex positions are indicated as grey circles,
the direction indicated with a grey arrow. The size of the cir-
cles illustrates the relative deposited energy, the color encodes
relative time (from red to blue). Bright DOMs are excluded
from this analysis.

photon count distributions for single and double cascade360

hypotheses. The DOMs labeled as “bright” have col-361

lected 10 times more light than the average DOM for an362

event. They were excluded from the analysis as they can363

bias the reconstruction at the highest measured energies,364

but are used for the comparison of predicted photon365

count PDFs in the figure. The predicted photon count366

PDFs differ remarkably between the single and double367

cascade hypothesis, with the single cascade hypothesis368

disfavored. For event #1, the predicted photon count369

PDFs differ less between the hypotheses, as can be seen370

in Figure 5 in the Supplemental Material.371

372

A posteriori analysis of ⌫⌧ candidates. To quantify the373

compatibility with a background hypothesis (i.e. not ⌫⌧ -374

induced) for the actual ⌫⌧ candidate events observed, a375

targeted MC simulation for each event was performed.376

See Table III in the Supplemental Material for details on377

the restricted parameter space. These new MC events378

were filtered and reconstructed in the same way as the379

initial MC and data events. In total, ⇠ 2 · 107 “Double-380

Double”-like events and ⇠ 1 · 106 “Big-Bird”-like events381

from the targeted simulation pass the HESE selection382

criteria.383

We define the tauness, P⌧ , as the posterior probability384

for each event to have originated from a ⌫⌧ interaction,385

which can be obtained with Bayes theorem:386

P (⌫⌧ | ~⌘evt) ⇡ N⌫⌧P⌫⌧ (~⌘evt)

N⌫⌧P⌫⌧ (~⌘evt) +N⇢⇢⌫⌧P⇢⇢⌫⌧ (~⌘evt)
⌘ P⌧ ,

(2)387

where N⌫⌧ and N⇢⇢⌫⌧ are the expected number of events388

stemming from ⌫⌧ and non-⌫⌧ interactions. P⌫⌧ and P⇢⇢⌫⌧389

are the PDFs for the ⌫⌧ and non-⌫⌧ components in the pa-390

rameter space vector of each event, ~⌘evt. The differential391

expected number of events at the point ~⌘evt, N⌫⌧P⌫⌧ (~⌘evt)392

and N⇢⇢⌫⌧P⇢⇢⌫⌧ (~⌘evt) is approximated from the targeted sim-393

ulation sets using a multidimensional kernel density es-394

timator (KDE) with a gaussian kernel and the Regular-395

ization Of Derivative Expectation Operator (rodeo) al-396

gorithm [47]. The eight dimensions used in evaluating397

the tauness include the six dimensions of the restricted398

parameter space that the resimulation was carried out399

in: total deposited energy Etot, three dimensions for the400

vertex position (x, y, z ) and two dimensions for the direc-401

tion (✓,�). Further, a region of interest is defined in the402

parameters not restricted during resimulation but used403

in the double cascade classification before: double cas-404

cade length Ldc and energy asymmetry AE [48]. Thus,405

~⌘evt = (Etot, x, y, z, ✓,�, Ldc, AE).406

We sample the posterior probability in the flavor com-407

position, obtained by leaving the source flavor compo-408

sition unconstrained and taking the uncertainties in the409

neutrino mixing parameters into account. When using410

the best-fit spectra given in [30] but varying the source411

flavor composition over the entire parameter space (i.e.412

⌫e : ⌫µ : ⌫⌧ = a : b : 1 � a � b with 0  a, b  1413

and a + b  1 at source) and the mixing parameters414

in the NuFit4.1 [14] 3� allowed range, the tauness is415

(97.5+0.3
�0.6)% for “Double Double” and (76+5

�7)% for “Big416

Bird.”417

To perform the flavor composition measurement using418

the multidimensional KDE, the likelihood is modified419

compared to the analyses in [30]. In the joint likelihood420

for the three topologies, LE↵ = LSC
E↵LT

E↵LDC
E↵ [30], LDC

E↵421

is replaced by the extended unbinned likelihood for the422

double cascade events,423

LDC
Rodeo = e�

P
c Nc

Y

evt

 
X

c

NcPc(~⌘evt)

!
, (3)424

where c are the flux components used in the fit, c =425

⌫astro,↵, ⌫conv,↵, ⌫prompt,↵, µatm for the flavors ↵ = e, µ, ⌧ .426

NcPc(~⌘evt) is computed using the rodeo algorithm intro-427

duced above.428429

The result of the flavor composition measurement is430

shown in Figure 4. The fit yields431

d�6⌫

dE
=7.4+2.4

�2.1 ·
✓

E

100 TeV

◆�2.87[�0.20,+0.21]

· 10�18 · GeV�1 cm
�2

s�1 sr�1,

(4)432

with a best-fit flavor composition of ⌫e : ⌫µ : ⌫⌧ = 0.20 :433

0.39 : 0.42. Comparing this result with previously pub-434

lished results of the flavor composition also shown in Fig-435

ure 4 clearly shows the advantages of the ternary topol-436

ogy classification. The best-fit point is non-zero in all437

two distinct energy 
depositions visible

IceCube  
PRELIMINARY

[IceCube, arXiv:2011.03561]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.03561
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Astrophysical Flavours
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MOTIVATION TO DEVELOP NEW TECHNIQUES 
A gift from nature ² Glashow resonance at 6.3 PeV

E= M2
W /(2me) = 6.3 PeV

A boost of cross-section by a factor of 300!

At ~68% in hadronic cascade channel 

10

6.3 PeV

Resonant interaction of electron anti-
neutrinos with electrons at 6.3PeV:

Figure 3: Upper: reconstructed posterior probability density of the visible energy for this event.

Lower: Expected MC event distributions in visible energy of hadrons from W� decay (blue), the

electron from W� decay (orange), CC (red) and NC (green) for a livetime of 4.6 years from PEPE

sample. We assume ⌫ : ⌫̄ = 1 : 1, a flavour ratio of 1 : 1 : 1 at Earth, and an astrophysical

spectrum measured from [26].

11

Glashow  
resonance  
candidate νe + e− → W− → X

[IceCube, Nature 591 (2021) 220-224]

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03256-1
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Atmospheric Neutrino Oscillations
• Muon neutrino disappearance in the 1-100 

GeV range allows for precision measurement 
of atmospheric mixing parameters. 

• IceCube @ NBI leads the current generation 
of oscillation analyses with DeepCore data.

[IceCube, PRL 120 (2018) 7]
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Tau Neutrino Appearance

D. Jason Koskinen - IceCube - INFN Meeting 2022

Neutrino Oscillation Data

16

2.35k tau neutrinos  
(1.8k charged current & 550 neutral current)

CONTENTS 11

Figure 2. The normalization of the weighted average of the tau neutrino cross section
compared to the Standard Model expectation. The top four blue and green lines
are from IceCube/DeepCore and contain two di↵erent analyses and with/without
NC contribution [52]. The red line is from SuperK [51] and the orange line is from
OPERA [50]. Figure from [52].

each identified the same two candidate events. Additional possible channels involving

one of the two hadronic showers occurring outside the detector or muonic decays of the

tau lepton have thus far evaded detection. The unfolded tau neutrino flux from these

analyses is consistent with other astrophysical flux measurements and a 1:1:1 flavor

ratio as expected from lepton flavor universality and terrestrially measured oscillation

parameters, albeit with fairly large uncertainties.

The history of reported tau neutrino detections is shown in Fig. 3 showing the

exponential growth in tau neutrino detections over the last two decades. The cumulative

number of detected events has grown at a rate of doubling once every two years and

that rate is expected to continue for the foreseeable future.

1.2. Tau Neutrino Motivations

Given the existing body of literature on tau neutrino theory and the data sets containing

tau neutrinos, we believe there is a strong case to significantly expand our e↵orts to study

these particles. This motivation comes from five main directions.

(i) Measure properties of SM particles: Determining the cross sections and

oscillation parameters of each known fermion has been at the center of the particle

physics community’s e↵orts for decades; it is time to now turn our e↵orts to tau

neutrinos for which measurements lag behind those of other particles.

(ii) Testing the three flavor picture: It is necessary to fully explore the oscillation

phenomenon and neutrino oscillations provide an excellent place to look for

additional instances of new physics. This requires additional sources of tau

neutrinos for oscillations, the necessary detectors and reconstruction tools to

identify tau neutrinos, the phenomenology to cast the results in terms of both

CONTENTS 12
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Figure 3. The cumulative number of tau neutrinos detected (blue) including
contributions from DONuT (orange), OPERA (green), SuperK atmospherics (red),
IceCube atmospherics (purple), and IceCube astrophysical (brown). The doubling
rate is about once per two years since four events in 2000.

standard and new physics scenarios, and models to put the new physics scenarios

in a broader context.

(iii) Upcoming oscillation experiments: With the advent of DUNE for

long-baseline, Hyper-Kamiokande, IceCube, KM3NeT, and Baikal-GVD for

atmospherics, we will have a number of experiments that, while not designed for

tau neutrino physics, will be sensitive to tau neutrino physics. It is essential that

the community provides input on how to maximize the secondary physics cases of

these experiments.

(iv) Upcoming high energy neutrino experiments: A large number of experiments

designed to detect the neutrino flux in the E & 100 PeV range are currently being

proposed and constructed, see 5. While the primary motivation of many of these

experiments is astrophysics, due to their unique sensitivity to tau neutrinos, it is

vital to determine what particle physics can be extracted from them, ideally while

still in the planning phase, such that the design can be optimized for maximum

physics output.

[a
rX

iv
:2

20
3.

05
59

1]

[IceCube, PRD 99 (2019) 3]

• 86% of  global data from IceCube 

• High statistics of  allow to make 
precision tests of the 3-flavour 
oscillation paradigm. 

• Current analyses efforts led by NBI 
will increase the data by a factor 4-5. 

ντ

ντ

IceCube
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Machine-Learning Tools

15

Angular reconstructions with GraphNet 
[courtesy of Troels C. Petersen et al.]

• Improved angular and energy 
reconstructions are a key to 
improve sensitivities of 
neutrino telescopes. 

• Machine-learning tools, e.g. 
based on graph neural 
networks are paving the way 
for future analyses with 
DeepCore data and IceCube-
Upgrade.

https://github.com/icecube/graphnet/

GraphNet

standard

preliminary

see poster by 
Kaare Iversen
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Outlook: IceCube Upgrade
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• 7 new strings in the DeepCore 
region (~20m inter-string spacing)  

• New sensor designs, optimized for 
ease of deployment, light 
sensitivity & effective area 

• New calibration devices, 
incorporating lessons from a 
decade of IceCube calibration 
efforts 

• In parallel, IceTop surface 
enhancements (scintillators & 
radio antennas) for CR studies. 

• Aim: deployment in 2025/26 

D-Egg

IceCube Upgrade Aya Ishihara

1. What’s the IceCube Upgrade?

The IceCube Neutrino Observatory was completed at the South Pole in 2011. IceCube has
led to many new findings in high-energy astrophysics, including the discovery of an astrophysical
neutrino flux and the temporal and directional correlation of neutrinos with a flaring blazar [1].
It has defined a number of upper-limits on various models of the sources of ultra-high energy
cosmic rays, as well as measurements on the fundamental high-energy particle interactions, such
as neutrino cross sections in the TeV region [2].

IceCube uses glacial ice as a Cherenkov medium for the detection of secondary charged par-
ticles produced by neutrino interactions with the Earth. The distribution of Cherenkov light mea-
sured with a 1 km3 array of 5160 optical sensors determines the energy, direction, and flavor of
incoming neutrinos. Although the South Pole is considered one of the world’s most harsh envi-
ronments, the glacial ice ⇠2 km below the surface is a dark and solid environment with stable
temperature/pressure profiles ideal for noise sensitive optical sensors. IceCube has recorded de-
tector uptime of more than 98% in the last several years. While it has been 15 years since the
first installation of the sensors, an extremely low failure rate of the optical modules has also been
observed, demonstrating that the South Pole is a suitable location for neutrino observations.

The IceCube Upgrade will consist of seven new columns of approximately 700 optical sensors,
called strings, embedded near the bottom center of the existing IceCube Neutrino Observatory. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, the "Upgrade" consists of a 20 m (horizontal) ⇥ 3 m (vertical) grid of photon

Figure 1: The Upgrade array geometry. Red marks on the left panel shows the layout of the 7 IceCube
Upgrade strings with the IceCube high-energy array and its sub-array DeepCore. The right panel shows
the depth of sensors/devices for the IceCube Upgrade array (physics region). The different colors represent
different optical modules and calibration devices. The Upgrade array extends to shallower and deeper ice
regions filled with veto sensors and calibration devices (special calibration regions).

2

Alexander Kappes, PAHEN Workshop, Berlin, 26.9.2019

New sensor designs feature one or more  
of the following qualities 

• Upgraded electronics 
• Smaller diameter 
• Increased UV sensitivity 
• Larger and/or pixelated effective area 

!6

clear ice

dusty  ice

3m vertical separation

special calibration region

Dual optical sensor in an Ellipsoid 
Glass for Gen2 

3 

Ʒ = 300 mm 

D-Egg	  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A next-generation low-energy neutrino detector
• Dense instrumentation in 2 Mton core
• Large increase in photocathode density à sensitive down to ~1 GeV neutrinos

33Tom Stuttard

4 GeV !"

UpgradeDeepCore

Detected light

10x efficiency below 10 GeV

Overall 4x rate w.r.t. DeepCore à a ν every 4 mins!

Doesn’t even trigger...

Improved low-energy detection efficiency with IceCube Upgrade 
[courtesy of Tom Stuttard]
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Figure 3: (Left) 68% sensitivity of the IceCube Upgrade on nt normalization value assuming a true value of
1 with 1 year observation. Also shown are the current best fit values of nt normalization from OPERA and
Super-Kamiokande. (Right) The predicted performance of the IceCube Upgrade on measurement of sin2q23
and Dm

2
32 assumes 3 years of livetime. Expected 90% confidence contours in the sin2q23 and Dm

2
32 plane in

comparison with the ones of the most sensitive experiments [11, 12].

appearance is expected in the atmospheric neutrinos from neutrino oscillations. The probabil-
ity of nt appearance is approximated as follows: P(nµ ! nt) h 4|Uµ3|2|Ut3|2sin2(

Dm
2
31L

4E
) where

4|Uµ3|2|Ut3|2 = sin22q23cos4q13. Neutrino oscillation probabilities depend on the ratio of the path
length L to the neutrino energy E, allowing the observation of neutrino oscillations as a function
of the incident angle (correlated with L) and the calculation of their energy. Therefore the recon-
struction of the incident neutrino energy and zenith angle is a key ability in the oscillation analysis.
For a path length equal to the Earth’s diameter, the first oscillation minimum for nµ and the first
oscillation maximum for nt are at approximately 25 GeV.

An enhanced photon sensitivity in the Upgrade allows for a more accurate characterization of
events during the selection process. The upper panels of Fig. 2 show the muon and tau neutrino
charged current (CC) energy distributions in the Upgrade array compared with those in DeepCore.
The figure demonstrates a significant enhancement in the event rates below ⇠30 GeV. The im-
provements are observed in the energy region relevant for analyses of neutrino oscillations. The
ability of IceCube to distinguish nµ CC interactions, which induces tracks of photon distributions,
from the other interactions i.e., ne and nt CC interactions and neutral current (NC) interactions of
ne, nµ and nt neutrinos, which produces only particle shower (cascade) signatures, allows us to
measure nt contributions in a statistical basis from the simultaneous fitting of track and cascade
distributions. The detection efficiency peak of the Upgrade array matches well with the energy
range of nt oscillation maximum and allows the measurement of a statistically significant number
(approximately 3000 events per year) of nt -induced events. The enhanced sensitivity in oscillation
analyses in the Upgrade is the result of both a larger neutrino sample and improved reconstruction
performance in these samples as demonstrated in Fig. 2.

The left panel of Fig. 3 shows a prediction of the Upgrade sensitivity for nt normalization.
The Upgrade strings will surpasses the precision of the world’s most accurate measurement by a
significant amount within approximately one year of operation. Because nt appearance and nµ
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IceCube limitations
More potential to exploit!

Angular resolution 

• Median error not scaling with photon statistics 
Ice modelling systematic uncertainties 

• Bubble column in bore hole, distorting OM angular 
acceptance 

• Anisotropy of photon scattering and/or absorption 
lengths in ice 

Bore hole

Bubble 
   column

Still frame from 
Sweden camera

Data       Simulation

South Pole ice anisotropy: Proceedings of ICRC2013 0580, 2014
Figure 4: Observed median angular error of fully contained high
energy (HESE) cascade directional reconstruction as a function
of reconstructed deposited energy. The dashed line indicate the
reconstruction performance with a perfect knowledge of the op-
tical properties of ice and detector responses. The deviation of
data points from the line indicate the presence of incomplete un-
derstandings of ice and detector response to bright light.

third of the cosmic neutrino flux is
expected to arrive to Earth as ne

and another one third as nt , both of
which are detected in IceCube in the
form of cascades. Figure 4 shows
the event-by-event estimates of the
angular uncertainty of high-energy
neutrino-induced cascades. While
cascades without systematic errors
can be reconstructed with an uncer-
tainty of 3� or less above 1 PeV and
5� above 300 TeV, the current re-
construction uncertainty is limited
to 10� or more in the corresponding
energy range, due to the uncertainty
on the in situ detector response and
the anisotropy of ice [14]. We aim
at achieving a cascade angular re-
construction closer to the statisti-
cal limit with the planned calibra-
tion program. The improved cas-
cade directional reconstruction pre-
cision will lead to more opportunities for neutrino point source searches using IceCube data col-
lected over the last 10 years. A further improvement on flavor identification is expected for tau
neutrinos. In high energies, the event-by-event identifications of tau neutrino candidates are pos-
sible [16], making use of separation lengths between two cascades, a hadronic cascade in a nt
CC interaction and an electron or hadronic cascade from the subsequent decay of the tau lepton.
Because tau neutrinos are not expected at the production site of astrophysical neutrinos, their ob-
servation provides a unique opportunity to measure neutrino oscillations at cosmological distances
and at ultra-high energies. An interesting aspect of the flavor ratio is that they are expected to be
robust against the flavor composition of the initial astrophysical source and the neutrino oscilla-
tion parameters. Deviations from the expectation are unique and robust signatures of new physics.
While the first nt candidates have recently been observed in 7.5 years of IceCube data, tau neutrino
identification performance is still limited by ice properties and detector responses. The resultant
sensitivity to the flavor composition is insufficient to constrain a hypothesis of new physics. An
improved precision of the cascade reconstruction as well as tau neutrino flavor identification allows
the multi-messenger observations of neutrino-emitting sources and opens up a new way to analyze
the flavor dependence of neutrino fluxes.

2.3 Towards IceCube-Gen2

The observation of a flaring blazar in coincidence with the IceCube real-time alert IC-170922,
an extremely high-energy muon neutrino, neutrino astronomy has become a reality. To expand
our view of the high-energy Universe through the new window of neutrino astronomy, a next-

7

• Precision measurement of 
atmospheric neutrino oscillations 
and tau neutrino appearance 

• Improved energy and angular 
reconstructions of IceCube data

[IceCube, PoS (ICRC2019) 1031]

HESE cascades

https://pos.sissa.it/358/1031/
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IceCube-Gen2
High energy 
• Find (more) neutrino point sources 

• Characterise spectrum, flux, and 
flavour composition of astrophysical 
neutrinos with higher precision 

• GZK neutrinos 

• Continue search for BSM physics

Low energy 
• Precision measurements of 

atmospheric neutrino oscillations: 
     νµ→ντ   
     Neutrino mass ordering 

• Characterise atmospheric flux 
(hadronic interactions) 

• Also continue search for BSM physics

A vision for the future of neutrino astroparticle physics at the South Pole

• Multi-component facility (low- and high-energy & multi-messenger) 

• In-ice optical Cherenkov array with 120 strings and 240m spacing 

• Surface array (scintillators & radio antennas) for PeV-EeV CRs & veto 

• Askaryan radio array for >10PeV neutrino detection

IceCube

DeepCore 
PINGU

High-Energy Array

| IceCube Upgrade and Gen2 | Summer Blot | TeVPA 2018 11

IceCube-Gen2
High energy facility

Surface array

High Energy 
Array

Radio array

In-Ice High Energy Array (HEA) 
• 120 strings with ~240 m spacing and 80 OMs each 
• 6.2 - 9.5 km3 instrumented volume (not yet fixed) 
Surface array 
• Under investigation: Air Cherenkov Telescope (IceAct) vs scintillator panels 
• Prototypes of both systems deployed and operating at the South Pole

PoS (ICRC2017) 991

Surface Array Radio Array

low unprecedented measurement of the evolution of the primary composition in the region
where a transition from galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays is predicted [302]. Under-
standing the flux of the most-energetic Galactic cosmic rays and the transition to extra-
galactic sources complements IceCube’s multi-messenger missions of understanding the
origin of cosmic rays. The drastically increased aperture for coincident events with the
in-ice detectors, furthermore, increases the potential to directly discover nearby sources
by PeV photons accordingly [293, 303]. A surface detector also opens up the possibility of
vetoing the background of cosmic-ray muon and even atmospheric neutrinos (see section
4.1.1). For example, a down-going PeV astrophysical neutrino interacting in the ice above
the deep array could be distinguished from a cosmic-ray induced PeV muon bundle, which
would be accompanied by a cosmic-ray shower of ⌅ 10 PeV. Extending the veto capability
to the whole sky and/or to lower energy to obtain a background-free sky would require a
footprint that extends significantly beyond the footprint of the high-energy array [304] and
instruments more densely between the Gen2 strings. Finally, a surface array will allow for
important cross-calibration of the in-ice neutrino arrays.

scintillators

(not to scale)
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Figure 30: (Left) Layout of a surface station for the enhancement of IceTop, which is the baseline design for the
Gen2 surface array: a station consists of 4 pairs of scintillation detectors and three radio antennas connected
to a common local data-acquisition in the center. (Right) Corresponding prototype detectors at IceTop; both
the scintillators and radio antennas are deployed on stands that can be lifted to avoid snow management.

4.3.3. Radio detectors

A number of radio test set-ups have been built at South Pole, most prominently the Askaryan
Radio Array (ARA). Similar to the proposed baseline design, ARA employs a phased-array
and has instrumented strings with two different kinds of antennas as deep as 200 meters.
The baseline design also foresees surface antennas to ensure a self-vetoing capability
of the array against air showers, a concept piloted in the ARIANNA experiment. In addi-
tion to the veto-capabilities, these surface antennas provide better polarization sensitivity
than down-hole antennas, which are limiting the achievable reconstruction accuracy of the
polarization of the signal and thereby the arrival direction. In designing surface antennas,
one is not constraint by borehole geometry and can obtain better gains and characteristics.
However, staying the surface reduces the effective volume, which is the rationale behind
combing the strengths of both in the baseline design.

As compared to the optical detection technique, the radio detection is not as mature. At the

47

surface stationstring layout
[IceCube-Gen2 White Paper, arXiv:2008.04323]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.04323
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[IceCube-Gen2 White Paper, arXiv:2008.04323]
Figure 8: Visualization of source detection capabilities expected for IceCube-Gen2. Source positions on the
sky and intensities have been selected randomly from an intensity distribution expected for sources with a
constant density in the local universe, and consistent with current IceCube neutrino flux constraints. Shown is
the test statistic value determined in a mock-simulation of track-like events that can be obtained at the source
position after 10 years of operation of IceCube-Gen2. For better visibility, the region around the sources
(indicated by white dotted lines) has been magnified. The position of the Galactic plane is shown as a dashed
curve. Below the map, differential sensitivities for the detection of point sources (5� discovery potential,
and sensitivity at 90% CL) are shown for two selected declinations, at the celestial horizon and at � = 30`.
Absorption of neutrinos in the Earth limits the sensitivity in the PeV energies for higher declinations. The
IceCube and IceCube-Gen2 sensitivities are calculated separately for each decade in energy, assuming a
differential flux dN/dE ö E�2 in that decade only. Neutrino fluxes are shown as the per-flavor sum of neutrino
plus anti-neutrino flux, assuming an equal flux in all flavors. The curves refer to the optical array only.

uncertainties on the sensitivity of the radio array for long-duration observations of steady
neutrino sources due to the unknown backgrounds at these energies, from, e.g., diffuse
astrophysical and cosmogenic neutrinos.

IceCube-Gen2 reaches its peak sensitivity in the region around the celestial equator. Due
to the huge atmospheric backgrounds and the increased absorption in the Earth at high
neutrino energies, the sensitivity below 100 TeV is largest for events from the Northern
Hemisphere, while above a few PeV, mainly the southern sky is observed. Between
100 TeV and 1 PeV the Northern Hemisphere averaged 5� discovery potential for a neu-
trino energy flux is 1.3 ✓ 10�12 ergs cm�2 s�1 — similar to the energy flux level current
generation high-energy and very-high-energy �-ray telescopes can detect in the GeV to
TeV range.

As �-rays and neutrinos are produced by CR in the same interaction processes their energy
fluxes are expected to be similar at production. However, due to absorption of �-rays in

13

p-value map of  
mock data and sources

5x more  
sensitive

https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.04323
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• Neutrino astronomy has reached an important milestone by the 
discovery of an isotropic flux of high-energy (TeV-PeV) neutrinos. 

• So far, no significant point sources, but many interesting candidates. 
(TXS 0506+056, NGC 1068,TDE AT2019dsg, ...) 

• In parallel, neutrino telescopes are potent and unique particle physics 
laboratories. 

(high statistics, broad energy range, broad range of baselines, all flavour, ...) 

• Broad neutrino oscillation program with competitive atmospheric 
mixing parameter measurements and world-leading  data. 

• Development of neutrino telescopes for the next decade with 
complementary FoV and/or increased sensitivity and energy coverage. 

 (IceCube-Upgrade, Baikal-GVD, KM3NeT, P-ONE, RNO-G, IceCube-Gen2, ...)

ντ
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Energy Spectrum of Astrophysical Muon Neutrinos 13
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Figure 5. Summary of astrophysical neutrino-flux measurements. Best-fit parameters and uncertainty contours for the single
power-law hypothesis are drawn for studies based on high-energy starting events (Abbasi et al. 2021), cascade-like events (Aartsen
et al. 2020c), and an inelasticity study (Aartsen et al. 2019) by IceCube. ANTARES observes a mild excess of events over the
expected atmospheric backgrounds in a combined study of tracks and cascades (Fusco & Versari 2019).

atmospheric flux, but crucially also introduce energy-
dependent flux variations (Stettner 2021). The corre-
lations between the nuisance parameters are shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Pearson correlation coefficients between the signal
and nuisance parameters are shown for the parameters of the
single power-law fit.

Figure 7. The upper figure shows the statistical pull per
bin between the experimental data and the MC expectation
assuming the best-fit energy spectrum obtained in Section 4.
The lower figure shows the pull density distribution for the
1048 analysis bins containing data events.
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Prior to performing the fit on the experimental data,
the energy ranges of the segments were defined to be
equally spaced in log-energy spanning the sensitive en-
ergy range of the astrophysical measurement (see Sec-
tion 4) with three segments. Additionally, one seg-
ment above and below have been added respectively to
cover the full energy range. The full parameterization
of the astrophysical flux is given in Eq. 5, and the en-
ergy ranges and obtained best-fit normalizations �

i
piece

are listed in Table 5. Figure 4 visualizes the obtained
flux measurement of the piece-wise parameterization to-
gether with the results of the single power law, power
law with cut-off and log-parabola models. In all models
beyond the single power law, hints for a softening of the
spectral shape as a function of energy are found.

Energy Range (E⌫) Norm. �i
piece/Cunits

Piece 1 100GeV � 15TeV
†
0.0+3.1

Piece 2 15TeV � 104TeV 2.22+0.8
�0.8

Piece 3 104TeV � 721TeV 1.21+0.32
�0.31

Piece 4 721TeV � 5PeV 0.33+0.22
�0.18

Piece 5 5PeV � 100PeV
†
0.0+0.41

Table 5. Piece-wise parameterization: Energy ranges and
result of the likelihood fit. Note that all piece-wise normal-
izations are optimized simultaneously in the fit, i.e. corre-
lations between the segments are fully taken into account.
The given 68.27% uncertainty ranges are obtained from one-
dimensional profile likelihood scans.
†Piece 1 and 5 have been added to cover the full energy range,
here, upper limits (90% CL) are computed.

5.4. Flux predictions for specific source classes

Besides the wide range of generic parameterizations
for the energy spectrum discussed in the sections above,
it is also possible to compare the experimental data to
source-class specific flux predictions directly. The total
astrophysical flux may originate from multiple source-
classes, it is thus not expected that a single flux pre-
diction can fully explain the observed data. Instead,
we model the total astrophysical component as sum of
the predicted energy spectrum model times a free nor-
malization �model and a single power law to cover other
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Figure 4. Summary of best-fit models for the astrophysical
neutrino flux. The bins from the piece-wise unfolding are
marked in green and in gray wherever only upper limits are
calculated. The single power law band is drawn in the sen-
sitive energy range as defined in Section 4. All models with
more degrees of freedom than the single power law show a
trend from a hard spectral shape at medium energies to a
softer spectrum at highest energies.

potential flux contributions:

�
⌫µ+⌫̄µ

astro. (E⌫) =�model ⇥ Model(E⌫) (6)

+ �SPL ⇥
✓

E⌫

100 TeV

◆��SPL

.

A representative set of different source-class specific
predictions have been selected, focusing on predictions
not already covered by the performed test of a single
power law, and including variations of the benchmark
models shown in the publications (see Table 6). All
these predictions model the cumulative expected flux at
Earth for the given source class. The obtained fit results
using these predictions are listed in Table 6. The test-
statistic TSfreemodel from Eq. 7 compares the best-fit
result including the additional component of the source-
class specific flux prediction to the hypothesis of only
a single power-law. That is, TSfreemodel = 0 implies
that the description of the experimental data can not
be improved with an additional contribution from the
model prediction and the fit instead prefers the single
power-law model. For these cases, upper limits on the
model normalization are computed at 90% CL employ-
ing Wilk’s Theorem.

• Diffuse flux level agrees across analyses 
(within their overlapping energy regions). 

• However, mild tension between spectral 
index for a "vanilla" single power-law flux.
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Neutrino Mixing

U =
1 0 0
0 c23 s23

0 −s23 c23

c13 0 s13e−iδ

0 1 0
−s13eiδ 0 c13

c12 s12 0
−s12 c12 0

0 0 1

ei α1
2 0 0

0 ei α2
2 0

0 0 1

"atmospheric" 
mixing

CP Dirac phase 
∝ sin θ13

"solar" 
mixing

CP Majorana 
phases

Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix

notation:  &  & cij ≡ cos θij sij ≡ sin θij Δm2
ij ≡ m2

i − m2
j

Pνα→νβ
(ℓ) =

3

∑
i=1

3

∑
j=1

UαiU*βiU*αjUβj exp (i
Δm2

ijℓ
2Eν )

flavour transition probability (in vacuum):
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Astrophysical Flavours
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• No significant time-integrated point 
sources emission in all-sky search. 

• No significant time-integrated emission 
from known Galactic and extragalactic 
high-energy sources, but interesting 
candidates, e.g. NGC 1068.

[IceCube, PRL 124 (2020) 5]

Southern Hemisphere | Northern Hemisphere

IceCube and ANTARES/KM3NeT 
with complementary field of views.

12

FIG. 5: Left: The 2D distribution of events in one year of data for the final event selection as a function of
reconstructed declination and estimated energy. The 90% energy range for the data (black), as well as simulated

astrophysical signal Monte-Carlo (MC) for an E�2 and an E�3 spectrum are shown in magenta and orange
respectively as a guide for the relevant energy range of IceCube. Right: The e↵ective area as a function of neutrino
energy for the IC86 2012-2018 event selection averaged across the declination band for several declination bins using

simulated data.

FIG. 6: Skymap of -log10(plocal), where plocal is the local pre-trial p-value, for the sky between ±82� declination in
equatorial coordinates. The Northern and Southern hemisphere hotspots, defined as the most significant plocal in

that hemisphere, are indicated with black circles.

125 hrs of MAGIC observations and about 4 hrs of H.E.S.S. observations [31, 39, 40] in Fig. 9.

Southern Hemisphere | Northern Hemisphere
5

FIG. 2: Local pre-trial p-value map around the most
significant point in the Northern hemisphere. The black
cross marks the coordinates of the galaxy NGC 1068

taken from Fermi -4FGL.

At each position on the grid, the likelihood-ratio func-
tion is maximized resulting in a maximum test-statistic
(TS), a best fit number of astrophysical neutrino events
(n̂s), and the spectral index (�̂) for an assumed power-
law energy spectrum. The local pre-trial probability (p-
value) of obtaining the given or larger TS value at a cer-
tain location from only background is estimated at every
grid point by fitting the TS distribution from many back-
ground trials with a �2 function. Each background trial
is obtained from the data themselves by scrambling the
right ascension, removing any clustering signal. The lo-
cation of the most significant p-value in each hemisphere
is defined to be the hottest spot. The post-trial probabil-
ity is estimated by comparing the p-value of the hottest
spot in the data with a distribution of hottest spots in
the corresponding hemisphere from a large number of
background trials.

The most significant point in the Northern hemisphere
is found at equatorial coordinates (J2000) right ascension
40.9�, declination -0.3� with a local p-value of 3.5⇥ 10-7.
The best fit parameters at this spot are n̂s = 61.5 and
�̂ = 3.4. Considering the trials from examining the
entire hemisphere reduces this significance to 9.9⇥10-2

post-trial. The probability skymap in a 3� by 3� win-
dow around the most significant point in the Northern
hemisphere is plotted in Fig. 2. This point is found 0.35�

from the active galaxy NGC 1068, which is also one of
the sources in the Northern source catalog. The most
significant hotspot in the Southern hemisphere, at right
ascension 350.2� and declination -56.5�, is less significant
with a pre-trial p-value of 4.3 ⇥ 10-6 and fit parameters
n̂s = 17.8, and �̂ = 3.3. The significance of this hotspot
becomes 0.75 post-trial. Both hotspots alone are consis-
tent with a background-only hypothesis.

Source Catalog Searches: The motivation of this
search is to improve sensitivity to detect possible neu-
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FIG. 3: 90% C.L. median sensitivity and 5� discovery
potential as a function of source declination for a

neutrino source with an E�2 and E�3 spectrum. The
90% upper-limits are shown excluding an E�2 and E�3

source spectrum for the sources in the source list. The
grey curves show the 90% C.L. median sensitivity from

11 yrs of ANTARES data [23].

trino sources already observed in �-rays. A new catalog
composed of 110 sources has been constructed which up-
dates the catalog used in previous sources searches [17].
The new catalog uses the latest �-ray observations and
is based on rigorous application of a few simple crite-
ria, described below. The size of the catalog was chosen
to limit the trial factor applied to the most significant
source in the catalog such that a 5� p-value before trials
would remain above 4� after trials. These 110 sources
are composed of Galactic and extragalactic sources which
are selected separately.

The extragalactic sources are selected from the Fermi -
LAT 4FGL catalog [24] since it provides the highest-
energy unbiased measurements of �-ray sources over the
full sky. Sources from 4FGL are weighted according to
the integral Fermi -LAT flux above 1GeV divided by the
sensitivity flux for this analysis at the respective source
declination. The 5% highest-weighted BL Lacs and flat
spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs) are each selected. The
minimum weighted integral flux from the combined selec-
tion of BL Lac and FSRQs is used as a flux threshold to
include sources marked as unidentified blazars and AGN.
Eight 4FGL sources are identified as starburst galaxies.
Since these types of objects are thought to host hadronic
emission [25, 26], they are all included in the final source
list.

To select Galactic sources, we consider measurements
of VHE �-ray sources from TeVCat [27, 28] and gam-
maCat [29]. Spectra of the �-rays were converted to
equivalent neutrino fluxes, assuming a purely hadronic

12

FIG. 5: Left: The 2D distribution of events in one year of data for the final event selection as a function of
reconstructed declination and estimated energy. The 90% energy range for the data (black), as well as simulated

astrophysical signal Monte-Carlo (MC) for an E�2 and an E�3 spectrum are shown in magenta and orange
respectively as a guide for the relevant energy range of IceCube. Right: The e↵ective area as a function of neutrino
energy for the IC86 2012-2018 event selection averaged across the declination band for several declination bins using

simulated data.

FIG. 6: Skymap of -log10(plocal), where plocal is the local pre-trial p-value, for the sky between ±82� declination in
equatorial coordinates. The Northern and Southern hemisphere hotspots, defined as the most significant plocal in

that hemisphere, are indicated with black circles.

125 hrs of MAGIC observations and about 4 hrs of H.E.S.S. observations [31, 39, 40] in Fig. 9.

pre-trial p-values

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.08488
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AGN coronae.
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FIG. 2: Local pre-trial p-value map around the most
significant point in the Northern hemisphere. The black
cross marks the coordinates of the galaxy NGC 1068

taken from Fermi -4FGL.

At each position on the grid, the likelihood-ratio func-
tion is maximized resulting in a maximum test-statistic
(TS), a best fit number of astrophysical neutrino events
(n̂s), and the spectral index (�̂) for an assumed power-
law energy spectrum. The local pre-trial probability (p-
value) of obtaining the given or larger TS value at a cer-
tain location from only background is estimated at every
grid point by fitting the TS distribution from many back-
ground trials with a �2 function. Each background trial
is obtained from the data themselves by scrambling the
right ascension, removing any clustering signal. The lo-
cation of the most significant p-value in each hemisphere
is defined to be the hottest spot. The post-trial probabil-
ity is estimated by comparing the p-value of the hottest
spot in the data with a distribution of hottest spots in
the corresponding hemisphere from a large number of
background trials.

The most significant point in the Northern hemisphere
is found at equatorial coordinates (J2000) right ascension
40.9�, declination -0.3� with a local p-value of 3.5⇥ 10-7.
The best fit parameters at this spot are n̂s = 61.5 and
�̂ = 3.4. Considering the trials from examining the
entire hemisphere reduces this significance to 9.9⇥10-2

post-trial. The probability skymap in a 3� by 3� win-
dow around the most significant point in the Northern
hemisphere is plotted in Fig. 2. This point is found 0.35�

from the active galaxy NGC 1068, which is also one of
the sources in the Northern source catalog. The most
significant hotspot in the Southern hemisphere, at right
ascension 350.2� and declination -56.5�, is less significant
with a pre-trial p-value of 4.3 ⇥ 10-6 and fit parameters
n̂s = 17.8, and �̂ = 3.3. The significance of this hotspot
becomes 0.75 post-trial. Both hotspots alone are consis-
tent with a background-only hypothesis.

Source Catalog Searches: The motivation of this
search is to improve sensitivity to detect possible neu-
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neutrino source with an E�2 and E�3 spectrum. The
90% upper-limits are shown excluding an E�2 and E�3

source spectrum for the sources in the source list. The
grey curves show the 90% C.L. median sensitivity from

11 yrs of ANTARES data [23].

trino sources already observed in �-rays. A new catalog
composed of 110 sources has been constructed which up-
dates the catalog used in previous sources searches [17].
The new catalog uses the latest �-ray observations and
is based on rigorous application of a few simple crite-
ria, described below. The size of the catalog was chosen
to limit the trial factor applied to the most significant
source in the catalog such that a 5� p-value before trials
would remain above 4� after trials. These 110 sources
are composed of Galactic and extragalactic sources which
are selected separately.

The extragalactic sources are selected from the Fermi -
LAT 4FGL catalog [24] since it provides the highest-
energy unbiased measurements of �-ray sources over the
full sky. Sources from 4FGL are weighted according to
the integral Fermi -LAT flux above 1GeV divided by the
sensitivity flux for this analysis at the respective source
declination. The 5% highest-weighted BL Lacs and flat
spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs) are each selected. The
minimum weighted integral flux from the combined selec-
tion of BL Lac and FSRQs is used as a flux threshold to
include sources marked as unidentified blazars and AGN.
Eight 4FGL sources are identified as starburst galaxies.
Since these types of objects are thought to host hadronic
emission [25, 26], they are all included in the final source
list.

To select Galactic sources, we consider measurements
of VHE �-ray sources from TeVCat [27, 28] and gam-
maCat [29]. Spectra of the �-rays were converted to
equivalent neutrino fluxes, assuming a purely hadronic
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FIG. 1: Schematic picture of the AGN disk-corona scenario.
Protons are accelerated by plasma turbulence generated in
the coronae, and produce high-energy neutrinos and cascaded
gamma rays via interactions with matter and radiation.

ing of several components; radio emission (see Ref. [59]),
infrared emission from a dust torus [60], optical and ul-
traviolet components from an accretion disk [61], and x
rays from a corona [33]. The latter two components are
relevant for this work.

The “blue” bump, which has been seen in many AGN,
is attributed to multitemperature blackbody emission
from a geometrically thin, optically thick disk [62]. The
averaged SEDs are provided in Ref. [63] as a function of
the Eddington ratio, λEdd = Lbol/LEdd, where Lbol and
LEdd ≈ 1.26 × 1045 erg s−1(M/107M") are bolometric
and Eddington luminosities, respectively, and M is the
SMBH mass. The disk component is expected to have a
cutoff in the ultraviolet range. Hot thermal electrons in
a corona, with an electron temperature of Te ∼ 109 K,
energize the disk photons by Compton upscattering. The
consequent x-ray spectrum can be described by a power
law with an exponential cutoff, in which the photon index
(ΓX) and the cutoff energy (εX,cut) can also be estimated
from λEdd [31, 64]. Observations have revealed the rela-
tionship between the x-ray luminosity LX and Lbol [65]
[where one typically sees LX ∼ (0.01−0.1)Lbol], by which
the disk-corona SEDs can be modeled as a function of
LX and M . In this work, we consider contributions from
AGN with the typical SMBH mass for a given LX , using
M ≈ 2.0 × 107 M" (LX/1.16 × 1043 erg s−1)0.746 [66].
The resulting disk-corona SED templates in our model
are shown in Fig. 2 (see Supplemental Material for de-
tails), which enables us to quantitatively evaluate CR,
neutrino and cascade gamma-ray emission.

Next we estimate the nucleon density np and coro-
nal magnetic field strength B. Let us consider a corona
with the radius R ≡ RRS and the scale height H , where
R is the normalized coronal radius and RS = 2GM/c2

is the Schwarzschild radius. Then the nucleon den-
sity is expressed by np ≈ τT /(σTH), where τT is the
Thomson optical depth that is typically ∼ 0.1 − 1.
The standard accretion theory [67, 68] gives the coro-
nal scale height H ≈ (Cs/VK)RRS = RRS/

√
3, where
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FIG. 2: Disk-corona SEDs used in this work, for LX = 1042,
1043, 1044, 1045, and 1046 erg s−1 (from bottom to top). See
text for details.

Cs =
√

kBTp/mp = c/
√
6R is the sound velocity, and

VK =
√

GM/R = c/
√
2R is the Keplerian velocity.

For an optically thin corona, the electron temperature
is estimated by Te ≈ εX,cut/(2kB), and τT is empiri-
cally determined from ΓX and kBTe [31]. We expect
that thermal protons are at the virial temperature Tp =
GMmp/(3RRSkB) = mpc2/(6RkB), implying that the
corona may be characterized by two temperatures, i.e.,
Tp > Te [69, 70]. Finally, the magnetic field is given by
B =

√

8πnpkBTp/β with plasma beta (β).

Many physical quantities (including the SEDs) can be
estimated observationally and empirically. Thus, for a
given LX , parameters characterizing the corona (R, β,
α) are remaining. They are also constrained in a cer-
tain range by observations [71, 72] and numerical simu-
lations [45, 47]. For example, recent MHD simulations
show that β in the coronae can be as low as 0.1–10 (e.g.,
Refs. [41, 46]). We assume β <∼ 1− 3 and α = 0.1 for the
viscosity parameter [62], and adopt R = 30.

Stochastic proton acceleration in coronae.—Standard
AGN coronae are magnetized and turbulent, in which it
is natural that protons are stochastically accelerated via
plasma turbulence or magnetic reconnections. In this
work, we solve the known Fokker-Planck equation that
can describe the second order Fermi acceleration pro-
cess (e.g., Refs. [73–76]). Here we describe key points
in the calculations of CR spectra (see Supplemental Ma-
terial or an accompanying paper [77] for technical de-
tails). The stochastic acceleration time is given by
tacc ≈ η(c/VA)

2(H/c)(εp/eBH)2−q, where VA is the
Alfvén velocity and η is the inverse of the turbulence
strength [78, 79]. We consider q ∼ 3/2 − 5/3, which
is not inconsistent with the recent simulations [58], to-
gether with η ∼ 10. The stochastic acceleration process
is typically slower than the first order Fermi acceleration,
which competes with cooling and escape processes. We

4

disk photons are not much relevant for the photome-
son production because its threshold energy is ε̃pγ−th !
3.4 PeV (εdisk/10 eV)−1. Rather, CR protons respon-
sible for the medium-energy neutrinos should efficiently
interact via the Bethe-Heitler process because the char-
acteristic energy is ε̃BH−disk ≈ 0.5mpc2ε̄BH/εdisk !
0.47 PeV (εdisk/10 eV)−1, where ε̄BH ∼ 10(2mec2) ∼
10 MeV [87–89]. With the disk photon density ndisk ∼
Ldisk/(2πR2cεdisk) for τT <∼ 1, the effective Bethe-Heitler
optical depth (with σ̂BH ∼ 0.8× 10−30 cm2) is

fBH ≈ ndiskσ̂BHR(c/Vfall)

∼ 40 Ldisk,45.3α
−1
−1(R/30)−1/2R−1

S,13.5(10 eV/εdisk),(3)

which is much larger than fpγ . The dominance of the
Bethe-Heitler cooling is a direct consequence of the ob-
served disk-corona SEDs. The 10–100 TeV neutrino flux
is suppressed by ∼ fmes/fBH, predicting the tight rela-
tionship with the MeV gamma-ray flux.
Analytically, the medium-energy ENB flux is given by

E2
νΦν ∼ 10−7 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1

(

2K

1 +K

)

R−1
p

(

ξz
3

)

×
(

15fmes

1 + fBH + fmes

)(

ξCR,−1LXρX
2× 1046 erg Mpc−3 yr−1

)

.(4)

which is indeed consistent with the numerical results
shown in Fig. S5. Here K = 1 and K = 2 for pγ and
pp interactions, respectively, ξz ∼ 3 due to the redshift
evolution of the AGN luminosity density [105, 106], Rp is
the conversion factor from bolometric to differential lu-
minosities, and ξCR is the CR loading parameter defined
against the x-ray luminosity, where PCR/Pth ∼ 0.01 cor-
responds to ξCR ∼ 0.1 in our model. The ENB and EGB
are dominated by AGN with LX ∼ 1044 erg s−1 [16],
for which the effective local number density is ρX ∼
5× 10−6 Mpc−3 [106].
The pp, pγ and Bethe-Heitler processes all initiate cas-

cades, whose emission appears in the MeV range. Thanks
to the dominance of the Bethe-Heitler process, AGN re-
sponsible for the medium-energy ENB should contribute
a large fraction >∼ 10− 30% of the MeV EGB.
When turbulent acceleration operates, the reacceler-

ation of secondary pairs populated by cascades [107]
can naturally enhance the gamma-ray flux. The criti-
cal energy of the pairs, εe,cl, is determined by the bal-
ance between the acceleration time tacc and the elec-
tron cooling time te−cool (see Supplemental Material and
Refs. [107, 108]). We find that the condition for the reac-
celeration is rather sensitive to B and tacc. For exam-
ple, with β = 3 and q = 1.5, the reaccelerated pairs
can upscatter x-ray photons up to ∼ (εe,cl/mec2)

2
εX !

3.4 MeV (εe,cl/30 MeV)2(εX/1 keV), which may lead
to the MeV gamma-ray tail. This possibility is demon-
strated in Fig. S5, and the effective number fraction of
reaccelerated pairs is constrained as <∼ 0.1%.
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FIG. 4: Point source fluxes of all flavor neutrinos and gamma
rays from a nearby AGN, NGC 1068. The ten-year IceCube
data [109] and the Fermi gamma-ray data [110] are shown.
For eASTROGAM [111] and AMEGO [112] sensitivities, the
observation time of 106 s is assumed. Solid thick (thin) curves
are for η = 10 and PCR/Pth = 0.7% (η = 70 and PCR/Pth =
30%), respectively. For comparison, a neutrino flux in the
starburst scenario of Murase and Waxman [106] is overlaid.

Multimessenger tests.—Our corona model robustly
predicts ∼ 0.1 − 10 MeV gamma-ray emission in ei-
ther a synchrotron or an inverse Compton cascade sce-
nario, without any primary electron acceleration (see
Fig. 4). A large flux of 10–100 TeV neutrinos should
be accompanied by the injection of Bethe-Heitler pairs
in the 100–300 GeV range (see Supplemental Material
for details) and form a fast cooling ε−2

e spectrum down
to MeV energies in the steady state. In the simple in-
verse Compton cascade scenario, the cascade spectrum
is extended up to a break energy at ∼ 1 − 10 MeV,
above which gamma rays are suppressed by γγ → e+e−.
In reality, both synchrotron and inverse Compton pro-
cesses can be important. The characteristic energy of
synchrotron emission from Bethe-Heitler pairs is εBH

syn ∼
1 MeV B2.5(εp/0.5 PeV)2 [89]. Because disk photons lie
in the ∼ 1 − 10 eV range, the Klein-Nishina effect is
important for the Bethe-Heitler pairs. Synchrotron cas-
cades occur if the photon energy density is smaller than

∼ 10B2/(8π), i.e., B >∼ 170 G L1/2
disk,45.3(R/30)−1R−1

S,13.5.

The detectability of nearby Seyferts such as NGC
1068 and ESO 138-G001 is crucial for testing the model.
MeV gamma-ray detection is promising with future tele-
scopes like eASTROGAM [111], GRAMS [113], and
AMEGO [112], e.g., AMEGO’s differential sensitivity
suggests that point sources with LX ∼ 1044 erg s−1 are
detectable up to d ∼ 70− 150 Mpc. At least a few of the
brightest sources will be detected, and detections or non-
detections of the MeV gamma-ray counterparts will sup-
port or falsify our corona model as the origin of ∼ 30 TeV

[Murase, Kimura & Meszaros, PRL 125 (2020)]  
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Realtime neutrino alerts and follow-up in IceCube

IceCube 
Live

South

IceCube 
Live
North

Online Event 
Filtering 
System

Iridium

HESE Alert

EHE Alert AMON 
& 

GCN

South Pole, Antarctica

IceCube Data Center, Madison WI

Median alert latency: 33 seconds 

Followup 
Reconstructions

Figure 1: Overview of the realtime alert system. Events satisfying alert criteria are identified in the online
event filtering system that operates in realtime at the detector site in Antarctica. Event summaries and event
data are transferred to the north via the IceCube Live experiment control system [9] over an Iridium satellite
connection. Once in the north, alerts are formatted for distribution to GCN via the AMON network. Ad-
ditionally, full event information for each alert is used to trigger automated followup event reconstructions.
Median latency for alerts, comparing the time of the neutrino event to the alert being issued, is 33 seconds.

Track events are classified online by a "signal-trackness" parameter [14] that uses the likeli-
hood values returned from track and shower reconstructions to assign a numerical measure of how
consistent each HESE event is with being a track. Events with a signal-trackness value �0.1 are
classified as tracks.

Based on measured background event rates, and expectations based on the measured HESE
neutrino flux [6], 4.8 alerts are expected per year. Of these, 1.1 are expected to be astrophysical,
while 3.7 are from atmospheric background events, primarily rare cosmic ray muon events. Given
their track nature these events have good angular uncertainty, as shown in Figure 2, based on
simulated HESE event samples. Here, the median angular difference between the alert direction
and true direction is 0.55� (1.89� for 90% inclusion) for tracks with a reconstructed track length
>200 m.

2.2 EHE Track Alerts

The extremely-high-energy (EHE) neutrino alert stream is based on an offline search for cos-
mogenic neutrinos that resulted in the serendipitous discovery of the first observed PeV-scale neu-
trinos [15]. The standard EHE analysis searches for neutrinos with energies of ⇠ 10 PeV to 1 EeV,
where the expected event rate in the most optimistic case is ⇠1 event per year [13]. To move this
analysis into the realtime framework the event selection was modified in order to increase the sen-
sitivity to astrophysical neutrinos, specifically neutrino energies in the 500 TeV to 10 PeV range,
which are track events with good angular resolution.

The EHE alert selection requires a minimum deposited charge of ⇠4000 photoelectrons (NPE)
detected in IceCube DOMs, as well as at least 300 DOMs registering a signal. A cut on deposited
charge that strengthens with zenith angle for well reconstructed tracks is then applied [14] (see
Figure 3) to reject events likely to be from atmospheric origins.

A "signalness" value is calculated for each track event, which reflects how likely each event is
to be of astrophysical origin relative to the total background rate. This value is calculated from the
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lower limit of 183 TeV, depending onlyweakly on
the assumed astrophysical energy spectrum (25).
The vast majority of neutrinos detected by

IceCube arise from cosmic-ray interactions within
Earth’s atmosphere. Although atmospheric neu-
trinos are dominant at energies below 100 TeV,
their spectrum falls steeply with energy, allowing
astrophysical neutrinos to be more easily identi-
fied at higher energies. The muon-neutrino as-

trophysical spectrum, together with simulated
data, was used to calculate the probability that a
neutrino at the observed track energy and zenith
angle in IceCube is of astrophysical origin. This
probability, the so-called signalness of the event
(14), was reported to be 56.5% (17). Although
IceCube can robustly identify astrophysical neu-
trinos at PeV energies, for individual neutrinos
at several hundred TeV, an atmospheric origin

cannot be excluded. Electromagnetic observations
are valuable to assess the possible association of
a single neutrino to an astrophysical source.
Following the alert, IceCube performed a

complete analysis of relevant data prior to
31 October 2017. Although no additional excess
of neutrinoswas found from the direction of TXS
0506+056 near the time of the alert, there are
indications at the 3s level of high-energy neutrino
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Fig. 1. Event display for
neutrino event IceCube-
170922A. The time at which a
DOM observed a signal is
reflected in the color of the hit,
with dark blues for earliest hits
and yellow for latest. Times
shown are relative to the first
DOM hit according to the track
reconstruction, and earlier and
later times are shown with the
same colors as the first and
last times, respectively. The
total time the event took to
cross the detector is ~3000 ns.
The size of a colored sphere is
proportional to the logarithm
of the amount of light
observed at the DOM, with
larger spheres corresponding
to larger signals. The total
charge recorded is ~5800 photoelectrons. Inset is an overhead perspective view of the event. The best-fitting track direction is shown as an arrow,

consistent with a zenith angle 5:7þ0:50
"0:30 degrees below the horizon.

Fig. 2. Fermi-LATand MAGIC observations of IceCube-170922A’s
location. Sky position of IceCube-170922A in J2000 equatorial coordinates
overlaying the g-ray counts from Fermi-LAT above 1 GeV (A) and the signal
significance as observed by MAGIC (B) in this region. The tan square
indicates the position reported in the initial alert, and the green square
indicates the final best-fitting position from follow-up reconstructions (18).
Gray and red curves show the 50% and 90% neutrino containment regions,
respectively, including statistical and systematic errors. Fermi-LATdata are
shown as a photon counts map in 9.5 years of data in units of counts per

pixel, using detected photons with energy of 1 to 300 GeV in a 2° by 2°
region around TXS0506+056. The map has a pixel size of 0.02° and was
smoothed with a 0.02°-wide Gaussian kernel. MAGIC data are shown as
signal significance for g-rays above 90 GeV. Also shown are the locations of
a g-ray source observed by Fermi-LAT as given in the Fermi-LAT Third
Source Catalog (3FGL) (23) and the Third Catalog of Hard Fermi-LAT
Sources (3FHL) (24) source catalogs, including the identified positionally
coincident 3FGL object TXS 0506+056. For Fermi-LAT catalog objects,
marker sizes indicate the 95% CL positional uncertainty of the source.
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IceCube EHE (“extremely-high energy”) alert IC-170922A
Up-going muon track (5.7� below horizon) observed on September 22, 2017.

The best-fit neutrino energy for an E�2-spectrum is 311 TeV.
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up-going muon track (5.7o below horizon) observed September 22, 2017 
best-fit neutrino energy is about 300 TeV

IC-170922A 
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• IC-170922A observed in coincident with flaring blazar TXS 0506+056. 

• Chance correlation can be rejected at the 3 -level. 
• TXS 0506+056 is among the most luminous BL Lac objects in gamma-rays.
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First Multi-Messenger Blazar: TXS 0506+056
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NEUTRINO ASTROPHYSICS

Multimessenger observations of a
flaring blazar coincident with
high-energy neutrino IceCube-170922A
The IceCube Collaboration, Fermi-LAT, MAGIC, AGILE, ASAS-SN, HAWC, H.E.S.S.,
INTEGRAL, Kanata, Kiso, Kapteyn, Liverpool Telescope, Subaru, Swift/NuSTAR,
VERITAS, and VLA/17B-403 teams*†

INTRODUCTION: Neutrinos are tracers of
cosmic-ray acceleration: electrically neutral
and traveling at nearly the speed of light, they
can escape the densest environments andmay
be traced back to their source of origin. High-
energy neutrinos are expected to be produced
in blazars: intense extragalactic radio, optical,
x-ray, and, in somecases, g-ray sources
characterized by relativistic jets of
plasma pointing close to our line of
sight. Blazars are among the most
powerful objects in the Universe and
are widely speculated to be sources
of high-energy cosmic rays. These cos-
mic rays generate high-energy neutri-
nos and g-rays, which are produced
when the cosmic rays accelerated in
the jet interact with nearby gas or
photons. On 22 September 2017, the
cubic-kilometer IceCube Neutrino
Observatory detected a ~290-TeV
neutrino from a direction consistent
with the flaring g-ray blazar TXS
0506+056. We report the details of
this observation and the results of a
multiwavelength follow-up campaign.

RATIONALE:Multimessenger astron-
omy aims for globally coordinated
observations of cosmic rays, neutri-
nos, gravitational waves, and electro-
magnetic radiation across a broad
range of wavelengths. The combi-
nation is expected to yield crucial
information on the mechanisms
energizing the most powerful astro-
physical sources. That the produc-
tion of neutrinos is accompanied by
electromagnetic radiation from the
source favors the chances of a multi-
wavelength identification. In par-
ticular, a measured association of
high-energy neutrinos with a flaring
source of g-rays would elucidate the
mechanisms and conditions for ac-
celeration of the highest-energy cos-

mic rays. The discovery of an extraterrestrial
diffuse flux of high-energy neutrinos, announced
by IceCube in 2013, has characteristic prop-
erties that hint at contributions from extra-
galactic sources, although the individual sources
remain as yet unidentified. Continuously mon-
itoring the entire sky for astrophysical neu-

trinos, IceCube provides real-time triggers for
observatories around the world measuring
g-rays, x-rays, optical, radio, and gravitational
waves, allowing for the potential identification
of even rapidly fading sources.

RESULTS: A high-energy neutrino-induced
muon trackwas detected on22 September 2017,
automatically generating an alert that was

distributed worldwide
within 1 min of detection
and prompted follow-up
searchesby telescopesover
a broad range of wave-
lengths. On 28 September
2017, theFermiLargeArea

Telescope Collaboration reported that the di-
rection of the neutrino was coincident with a
cataloged g-ray source, 0.1° from the neutrino
direction. The source, a blazar known as TXS
0506+056 at a measured redshift of 0.34, was
in a flaring state at the time with enhanced
g-ray activity in the GeV range. Follow-up ob-
servations by imaging atmospheric Cherenkov
telescopes, notably the Major Atmospheric

Gamma ImagingCherenkov (MAGIC)
telescopes, revealed periods where
the detected g-ray flux from the blazar
reached energies up to 400GeV.Mea-
surements of the source have also
been completed at x-ray, optical, and
radio wavelengths. We have inves-
tigated models associating neutrino
and g-ray production and find that
correlation of the neutrino with the
flare of TXS 0506+056 is statistically
significant at the level of 3 standard
deviations (sigma). On the basis of the
redshift of TXS 0506+056, we derive
constraints for the muon-neutrino
luminosity for this source and find
them to be similar to the luminosity
observed in g-rays.

CONCLUSION: The energies of the
g-rays and the neutrino indicate that
blazar jetsmay accelerate cosmic rays
to at least several PeV. The observed
association of a high-energy neutrino
with a blazar during a period of en-
hanced g-ray emission suggests that
blazarsmay indeed be one of the long-
sought sources of very-high-energy
cosmic rays, andhence responsible for
a sizable fraction of the cosmic neu-
trino flux observed by IceCube.▪
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Multimessenger observations of blazar TXS 0506+056.The
50% and 90% containment regions for the neutrino IceCube-
170922A (dashed red and solid gray contours, respectively),
overlain on a V-band optical image of the sky. Gamma-ray sources
in this region previously detected with the Fermi spacecraft are
shown as blue circles, with sizes representing their 95% positional
uncertainty and labeled with the source names. The IceCube
neutrino is coincident with the blazar TXS 0506+056, whose
optical position is shown by the pink square. The yellow circle
shows the 95% positional uncertainty of very-high-energy g-rays
detected by the MAGIC telescopes during the follow-up campaign.
The inset shows a magnified view of the region around TXS 0506+056
on an R-band optical image of the sky. IM
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NEUTRINO ASTROPHYSICS

Neutrino emission from the direction
of the blazar TXS 0506+056 prior to
the IceCube-170922A alert
IceCube Collaboration*†

A high-energy neutrino event detected by IceCube on 22 September 2017 was coincident in
direction and time with a gamma-ray flare from the blazar TXS 0506+056. Prompted by
this association, we investigated 9.5 years of IceCube neutrino observations to search for
excess emission at the position of the blazar. We found an excess of high-energy neutrino
events, with respect to atmospheric backgrounds, at that position between September 2014
and March 2015. Allowing for time-variable flux, this constitutes 3.5s evidence for neutrino
emission from the direction of TXS 0506+056, independent of and prior to the 2017 flaring
episode. This suggests that blazars are identifiable sources of the high-energy astrophysical
neutrino flux.

T
he origin of the highest-energy cosmic rays
is believed to be extragalactic (1), but their
acceleration sites remain unidentified. High-
energy neutrinos are expected to be pro-
duced in or near the acceleration sites when

cosmic rays interact with matter and ambient
light, producing charged mesons that decay into
neutrinos and other particles. Unlike cosmic rays,
neutrinos can travel through the Universe un-
impeded by interactions with other particles and
undeflected bymagnetic fields, providing ameans
to identify and study the extreme environments
producing cosmic rays (2). Blazars, a class of active
galactic nuclei with powerful relativistic jets
pointed close to our line of sight (3), are prom-
inent candidate sources of such high-energy
neutrino emission (4–9). The electromagnetic
emission of blazars is observed to be highly var-
iable on time scales from minutes to years (10).
The IceCube Neutrino Observatory (11) is a

high-energy neutrino detector occupying an in-
strumented volume of 1 km3within the Antarctic
ice sheet at the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Sta-
tion. The detector consists of an array of 86
vertical strings, nominally spaced 125 m apart
and descending to a depth of approximately
2450m in the ice. The bottom 1 km of each string
is equipped with 60 optical sensors that record
Cherenkov light emitted by relativistic charged
particles passing through the optically transpar-
ent ice. When high-energy muon neutrinos in-
teract with the ice, they can create relativistic
muons that travel many kilometers, creating a
track-like series of Cherenkov photons recorded
when they pass through the array. This allows the
reconstruction of the original neutrino direction

with a median angular uncertainty of 0.5° for a
neutrino energy of ~30 TeV (or 0.3° at 1 PeV)
(12, 13).
IceCube discovered the existence of a diffuse

flux of high-energy astrophysical neutrinos in
2013 (14, 15). Measurements of the energy spec-
trum have since been refined (16, 17), indicating
that the neutrino spectrum extends above several
PeV. However, analyses of neutrino observations
have not succeeded in identifying individual
sources of high-energy neutrinos (12, 18). This
suggests that the sources are distributed across
the sky and that even the brightest individual
sources contribute only a small fraction of the
total observed flux.
Recently, the detection of a high-energy neutri-

no by IceCube, together with observations in
gamma rays and at other wavelengths, indicates
that a blazar, TXS0506+056, located at right ascen-
sion (RA) 77.3582° anddeclination (Dec) +5.69314°
(J2000 equinox) (19) may be an individually iden-
tifiable source of high-energy neutrinos (20). The
neutrino-candidate event, IceCube-170922A, was
detected on 22 September 2017, selected by the
Extremely High Energy (EHE) online event filter
(21), and reported as a public alert (22). EHE
alerts are currently sent at a rate of about four
per year, and are based on well-reconstructed,
high-energy muon-track events. The selection
threshold is set so that approximately half of
the events are estimated to be astrophysical neu-
trinos, the rest being atmospheric background
events. After the alert was sent, further studies
refined the directional reconstruction, with best-
fitting coordinates of RA 77:43þ0:95

"0:65 and Dec
þ5:72þ0:50

"0:30 (degrees, J2000, 90% containment
region). The most probable neutrino energy was
estimated to be 290 TeV, with a 90% confidence
level lower limit of 183 TeV (20).
It was soon determined that the direction of

IceCube-170922A was consistent with the loca-

tion of TXS 0506+056 and coincident with a
state of enhanced gamma-ray activity observed
since April 2017 (23) by the Large Area Telescope
(LAT) on the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope
(24). Follow-up observations of the blazar led to
the detection of gamma rays with energies up to
400 GeV by the Major Atmospheric Gamma
Imaging Cherenkov (MAGIC) Telescopes (25, 26).
IceCube-170922A and the electromagnetic obser-
vations are described in detail in (20). The sig-
nificance of the spatial and temporal coincidence
of the high-energy neutrino and the blazar flare
is estimated to be at the 3s level (20). On the
basis of this result, we consider the hypothesis
that the blazar TXS 0506+056 has been a source
of high-energy neutrinos beyond that single event.

Searching for neutrino emission

IceCube monitors the whole sky and has main-
tained essentially continuous observations since
5 April 2008. Searches for neutrino point sources
using two model-independent methods, a time-
integrated and a time-dependent unbinned max-
imum likelihood analysis, have previously been
published for the data collected between 2008
and 2015 (12, 18, 27). Here, we analyze the same
7-year data sample supplemented with additional
data collected from May 2015 until October 2017
(21). The data span 9.5 years and consist of six
distinct periods, corresponding to changing detec-
tor configurations, data-taking conditions, and
improved event selections (Table 1).
The northern sky, where TXS 0506+056 is

located, is observed through Earth by IceCube.
Approximately 70,000 neutrino-induced muon
tracks are recorded each year from this hemi-
sphere of the sky after passing the final event
selection criteria. Fewer than 1% of these events
originate from astrophysical neutrinos; the vast
majority are background events caused by neu-
trinos ofmedian energy ~1 TeV created in cosmic
ray interactions in the atmosphere over other
locations on Earth. However, for an astrophysical
muon-neutrino flux where the differential num-
ber of neutrinos with energy E scales as dN/dE ~
E–2, the distribution of muon energies is different
than for the background atmospheric neutrino
flux, which scales as ~E–3.7 (17). This allows for
further discriminating power in point source
searches besides directional-only excesses.
A high-significance point source detection

(12, 18) can require as few as two or three, or as
many as 30, signal events to stand out from the
background, depending on the energy spectrum
and the clustering of events in time. To search
for a neutrino signal at the coordinates of TXS
0506+056, we apply the standard time-integrated
analysis (28) and time-dependent analysis (29)
that have been used in past searches (12, 18, 27).
The time-integrated analysis uses an unbinned
maximum likelihood ratio method to search for
an excess number of events consistent with a
point source at a specified location, given the
angular distance and angular uncertainty of each
event. Energy information is included in the def-
inition of the likelihood, assuming a power-law
energy spectrum E–g , with the spectral index g
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Neutrino Flare in 2014/15

32

• Independent 3.5  evidence for 
a neutrino flare (13±5 excess 
events) in 2014/15. 

• Neutrino luminosity over 158 
days is about four times that of 
Fermi-LAT -rays.

σ

γ

as a fitted parameter. Themodel parameters are
correlated and are expressed as a pair, (F100, g),
where F100 is the flux normalization at 100 TeV.
The time-dependent analysis uses the same for-
mulation of the likelihood but searches for
clustering in time aswell as space by introducing
an additional time profile. It is performed sep-
arately for two different generic profile shapes: a
Gaussian-shaped timewindow and a box-shaped
time window. Each analysis varies the central
time of the window, T0, and the duration TW
(from seconds to years) of the potential signal to
find the four parameters (F100, g, T0, TW) that
maximize the likelihood ratio, which is defined
as the test statistic TS. (For the Gaussian time
window, TW represents twice the standard de-
viation.) The test statistic includes a factor that
corrects for the look-elsewhere effect arising
from all of the possible time windows that could
be chosen (30).
For each analysis method (time-integrated and

time-dependent), a robust significance estimate is
obtained by performing the identical analysis on
trialswith randomizeddatasets. These areproduced
by randomizing the event times and recalculating

theRAcoordinateswithin eachdata-takingperiod.
The resultant P value is defined as the fraction of
randomized trials yieldinga valueofTSgreater than
or equal to the one obtained for the actual data.
Because the detector configuration and event

selections changed as shown in Table 1, the time-
dependent analysis is performed by operating on
each data-taking period separately. (A flare that
spans a boundary between two periods could be
partially detected in either period, but with re-
duced significance.) An additional look-elsewhere
correction then needs to be applied for a result in
an individual data segment, given by the ratio of
the total 9.5-year observation time to the obser-
vation time of that data segment (30).

Neutrinos from the direction of
TXS 0506+056

The results of the time-dependent analysis per-
formed at the coordinates of TXS 0506+056 are
shown in Fig. 1 for each of the six data periods.
One of the data periods, IC86b from2012 to 2015,
contains a significant excess, which is identified
by both time-window shapes. The excess consists
of 13 ± 5 events above the expectation from the
atmospheric background. The significancedepends
on the energies of the events, their proximity to
the coordinates of TXS 0506+056, and their
clustering in time. This is illustrated in Fig. 2,
which shows the time-independent weight of
individual events in the likelihood analysis during
the IC86b data period.
The Gaussian time window is centered at 13

December 2014 [modified Julianday (MJD) 57004]
with an uncertainty of ±21 days and a duration
TW = 110þ35

"24 days. The best-fitting parameters for
the fluence J100 = ∫F100(t)dt and the spectral
index are givenbyE2J100=2:1þ0:9

"0:7 # 10"4 TeVcm–2

at 100 TeV and g = 2.1 ± 0.2, respectively. The
joint uncertainty on these parameters is shown
in Fig. 3 along with a skymap showing the result
of the time-dependent analysis performed at the
location of TXS 0506+056 and in its vicinity
during the IC86b data period.
The box-shaped time window is centered

13 days later with duration TW = 158 days (from
MJD 56937.81 to MJD 57096.21, inclusive of

contributing events at boundary times). For the
box-shaped time window, the uncertainties are
discontinuous and not well defined, but the un-
certainties for the Gaussian window show that it
is consistent with the box-shaped time window
fit. Despite the different window shapes, which
lead to different weightings of the events as a
function of time, bothwindows identify the same
time interval as significant. For the box-shaped
time window, the best-fitting parameters are sim-
ilar to those of the Gaussianwindow, with fluence
at 100 TeV and spectral index given by E2J100 =
2:2þ1:0

"0:8 # 10"4 TeV cm–2 and g = 2.2 ± 0.2. This
fluence corresponds to an average flux over
158 days of F100 = 1:6þ0:7

"0:6 # 10"15 TeV–1 cm–2 s–1.
Whenwe estimate the significance of the time-

dependent result by performing the analysis at
the coordinates of TXS 0506+056 on randomized
datasets, we allow in each trial a new fit for all
the parameters: F100, g, T0, TW. We find that the
fraction of randomized trials that result in a more
significant excess than the real data is 7 × 10–5 for
the box-shaped time window and 3 × 10–5 for the
Gaussian time window. This fraction, once cor-
rected for the ratio of the total observation time
to the IC86b observation time (9.5 years/3 years),
results in P values of 2 × 10–4 and 10–4, respec-
tively, corresponding to 3.5s and 3.7s. Because
there is no a priori reason to prefer one of the
generic timewindows over the other, we take the
more significant one and include a trial factor of
2 for the final significance, which is then 3.5s.
Outside the 2012–2015 time period, the next

most significant excess is found using the Gauss-
ian window in 2017 and includes the IceCube-
170922A event. This time window is centered
at 22 September 2017 with duration TW = 19 days,
g = 1.7 ± 0.6, and fluence E2J100 = 0:2þ0:4

"0:2 # 10"4

TeV cm–2 at 100 TeV. No other event besides the
IceCube-170922A event contributes significantly
to the best fit. As a consequence, the uncertainty
on the best-fitting window location and width
spans the entire IC86c period, because any win-
dow containing IceCube-170922A yields a similar
value of the test statistic. Following the trial cor-
rectionprocedure for different observationperiods
as described above, the significance of this excess
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Table 1. IceCube neutrino data samples.
Six data-taking periods make up the full
9.5-year data sample. Sample numbers
correspond to the number of detector
strings that were operational. During the
first three periods, the detector was still
under construction. The last three periods
correspond to different data-taking
conditions and/or event selections with the
full 86-string detector.

Sample Start End

IC40 5 April 2008 20 May 2009
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC59 20 May 2009 31 May 2010
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC79 31 May 2010 13 May 2011
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC86a 13 May 2011 16 May 2012
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC86b 16 May 2012 18 May 2015
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC86c 18 May 2015 31 October 2017
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

Fig. 1. Time-dependent analysis results. The orange curve corresponds
to the analysis using the Gaussian-shaped time profile. The central time T0

and width TW are plotted for the most significant excess found in each
period, with the P value of that result indicated by the height of the peak.
The blue curve corresponds to the analysis using the box-shaped time
profile. The curve traces the outer edge of the superposition of the best-

fitting time windows (durations TW) over all times T0, with the height
indicating the significance of that window. In each period, the most
significant time window forms a plateau, shaded in blue. The large blue
band centered near 2015 represents the best-fitting 158-day time window
found using the box-shaped time profile. The vertical dotted line in IC86c
indicates the time of the IceCube-170922A event.
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is 1.4s. If the IceCube-170922A event is removed,
no excess remains during this time period. This
agrees with the result of the rapid-response anal-
ysis (31) that is part of the IceCube alert program,
which found no other potential astrophysical
neutrinos from the same region of the sky during
±7 days centered on the time of IceCube-170922A.
We performed a time-integrated analysis at

the coordinates of TXS 0506+056 using the full
9.5-year data sample. The best-fitting parameters
for the flux normalization and the spectral index
areF100 = 0:8þ0:5

"0:4 # 10"16 TeV–1 cm–2 s–1 and g =
2.0 ± 0.3, respectively. The joint uncertainty on
these parameters is shown in Fig. 4A. The P value,
based on repeating the analysis at the same co-
ordinates with randomized datasets, is 0.002%
(4.1s), but this is an a posteriori significance
estimate because it includes the IceCube-170922A
event, whichmotivated performing the analysis at
the coordinates of TXS 0506+056. An unbiased

significance estimate including the event would
need to take into account the look-elsewhere effect
related to all other possible directions in the sky
that could be analyzed. It is expected that there
will be two or three directions somewhere in the
northern sky with this significance or greater,
resulting from the chance alignment of neutri-
nos (12). Here, we are interested in determining
whether there is evidence of time-integrated neu-
trino emission from TXS 0506+056 besides the
IceCube-170922A event.
If we remove the final data period IC86c, which

contains the event, and perform the analysis
again using only the first 7 years of data, we find
best-fitting parameters that are nearly unchanged:
F100 =0:9þ0:6

"0:5 # 10"16 TeV–1 cm–2 s–1 and g = 2.1 ±
0.3, respectively. The joint uncertainty on these
parameters is shown in Fig. 4B. The P value, using
only the first 7 years of data, is 1.6% (2.1s), based
on repeating the analysis at the same coordinates

with randomized datasets. These results indicate
that the time-integrated fit is dominated by the
same excess as found in the time-dependent
analysis above, having similar values for the
spectral index and total fluence (E2J100 = 2.0 ×
10–4 TeV cm–2 at 100 TeV over the 7-year period).
This excess is not significant in the time-integrated
analysis because of the additional background
during the rest of the 7-year period.

Blazars as neutrino sources

The signal identified during the 5-month period
in 2014–2015 consists of an estimated 13 ± 5
muon-neutrino events that are present in addi-
tion to the expected background. The analysis is
unbinned, but the mean background at the dec-
lination of TXS 0506+056 is useful for compar-
ison purposes; it is 5.8 events in a search bin of
radius 1° during a 158-day time window. (We use
the duration of the box-shaped time window re-
sult for convenience to calculate averages during
the flare.) The significance of the excess is due to
both the number of events and their energy
distribution, with higher-energy events increasing
the significance and leading to the best-fitting
spectral index of 2.1, in contrast to the lower-
energy atmospheric neutrino background with
spectral index ~3.7. At this declination in the sky,
the 68% central energy range inwhich IceCube is
most sensitive to point sources with E–2.1 spectra
is between 32 TeV and 3.6 PeV. Assuming that
the muon-neutrino fluence (E2J100 = 2:1þ1:0

"0:7#
10"4 TeV cm–2) is one-third of the total neu-
trino fluence, then the all-flavor neutrino energy
fluence is 4:2þ2:0

"1:4 # 10"3 erg cm–2 over this
energy range. With the recent measurement (32)
of the redshift of TXS 0506+056 as z = 0.3365 ±
0.0010, this energy fluence implies that the iso-
tropic neutrino luminosity is 1:2þ0:6

"0:4 # 1047 erg s–1

averaged over 158 days. This is higher than the
isotropic gamma-ray luminosity during the same
period, which is similar to the long-term luminosity
between 0.1 GeV and 100 GeV of 0.28 × 1047 erg
s–1 averaged over all Fermi-LAT observations of
TXS 0506+056 (20). Gamma rays are expected to
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Fig. 2. Time-independent weight of individual events during the IC86b period. Each vertical line
represents an event observed at the time indicated by calendar year (top) or MJD (bottom).
Overlapping lines are shifted by 1 to 2 days for visibility. The height of each line indicates the event
weight: the product of the event’s spatial term and energy term in the unbinned likelihood analysis
evaluated at the location of TXS 0506+056 and assuming the best-fitting spectral index g = 2.1
(30).The color for each event indicates an approximate value in units of TeVof the reconstructed muon
energy (muon energy proxy), which the analysis compares with expected muon energy distributions
under different hypotheses. [A distribution for the true neutrino energy of a single event can also
be inferred from the event’s muon energy (30).] The dashed curve and the solid bracket indicate the
best-fitting Gaussian and box-shaped time windows, respectively. The distribution of event weights
and times outside of the best-fitting time windows is compatible with background.

Fig. 3. Time-dependent analy-
sis results for the IC86b data
period (2012–2015).
(A) Change in test statistic,
DTS, as a function of the spectral
index parameter g and the fluence
at 100 TeV given by E2J100. The
analysis is performed at the
coordinates of TXS 0506+056,
using the Gaussian-shaped time
window and holding the time
parameters fixed (T0 = 13
December 2014, TW = 110 days).
The white dot indicates the best-
fitting values. The contours at
68% and 95% confidence level
assuming Wilks’ theorem (36) are
shown in order to indicate the statistical uncertainty on the parameter
estimates. Systematic uncertainties are not included. (B) Skymap showing
the P value of the time-dependent analysis performed at the coordinates of
TXS 0506+056 (cross) and at surrounding locations.The analysis is

performed on the IC86b data period, using the Gaussian-shaped time window.
At each point, the full fit for (F, g, T0, TW) is performed.The P value shown
does not include the look-elsewhere effect related to other data periods. An
excess of events is detected, consistent with the position of TXS 0506+056.
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Stars are pulled apart by tidal forces in the vicinity of 
supermassive black holes. Accretion of stellar remnants 

powers plasma outflows.

stellar debris

black hole

(relativistic) plasma outflow
[Credit: DESY, Science Communication Lab]
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Figure 1: Multi-wavelength lightcurve of AT2019dsg. Error bars represent 1� intervals. The upper
panel shows the optical photometry from ZTF, alongside UV observations from Swift-UVOT. The
plateau luminosity is a factor of 10 brighter in UVW2 than the pre-disruption baseline of the host
galaxy. The lower panel shows the integrated X-ray energy flux, from observations with Swift-XRT
and XMM-Newton, in the energy range 0.3-10 keV. Arrows indicated 3� upper limits. The vertical
dotted line illustrates the arrival of IC191001A.
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• Association of IC-191001A with TDE AT2019dsg and IC-200530A with AT2019fdr. 

• Plot shows optical/UV data from Zwicky-Transient Facility (ZTF) and SWIFT-UVOT 
for AT2019dsg 

• Combined chance for random correlation of TDEs and IceCube alerts is 0.034%. 

177 days (after discovery)

ZTF

SWIFT-UVOT

lightcurve of AT2019dsg

[Stein et al. Nature Astron. 5 (2021) 5; Reusch et al. arXiv:2111.09390]
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• Outer layer of optical 
modules used as virtual 
veto region. 

• Atmospheric muons pass 
through veto from above. 

• Atmospheric neutrinos 
coincidence with 
atmospheric muons. 

• Cosmic neutrino events 
can start inside the 
fiducial volume. 

• High-Energy Starting 
Event (HESE) analysis

Markus Ahlers (NBI) High-Energy Neutrino Observations

Detection Methods II

8

• Outer layer of optical 
modules used as virtual 
veto region. 

• Atmospheric muons pass 
through veto from above. 

• Atmospheric neutrinos 
coincidence with 
atmospheric muons. 

• Cosmic neutrino events 
can start inside the 
fiducial volume. 

• High-Energy Starting 
Event (HESE) analysis

cosmic  
neutrino

cosmic  
neutrino

atmospheric 
muon

atmospheric 
neutrino

veto 
condition
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Galactic Di↵use Limits8
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Figure 4. Combined upper limits (UL) at 90% confidence
level (blue lines) on the three-flavor neutrino flux of the
KRA� model with the 5 and 50 PeV cuto�s (black lines).
The boxes represent the di�use astrophysical neutrino fluxes
measured by IceCube using an isotropic flux template with
starting events (yellow) and upgoing tracks (green).
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ABSTRACT

The existence of di�use Galactic neutrino production is expected from cosmic ray interactions with
Galactic gas and radiation fields. Thus, neutrinos are a unique messenger o�ering the opportunity
to test the products of Galactic cosmic ray interactions up to energies of hundreds of TeV. Here we
present a search for this production using ten years of ANTARES track and shower data, as well as
seven years of IceCube track data. The data are combined into a joint likelihood test for neutrino
emission according to the KRA� model assuming a 5 PeV per nucleon Galactic cosmic ray cuto�. No
significant excess is found. As a consequence, the limits presented in this work start constraining the
model parameter space for Galactic cosmic ray production and transport.

Keywords: neutrinos — cosmic rays — di�usion — Galaxy: disk — gamma rays: di�use background

1. INTRODUCTION

A di�use Galactic neutrino emission is expected from
cosmic ray (CR) interactions with interstellar gas and
radiation fields. These interactions are also the domi-
nant production mechanism of the di�use high-energy
�-rays in the Galactic plane, which have been measured
by the Fermi -Large Area Telescope (Fermi -LAT) (Ack-
ermann et al. 2012).

In the GALPROP-based (Vladimirov et al. 2011) con-
ventional model of Galactic di�use �-ray production
CRs are accelerated in a distribution of sources such
as supernova remnants. They propagate di�usively in
the interstellar medium producing �-rays and neutri-
nos via interactions with the interstellar radiation field
and interstellar gas. The interstellar radiation field is
weakly constrained by Fermi -LAT �-ray data and inter-
stellar gas is constrained by both Fermi -LAT �-ray data
and radio measurements of CO and HI line intensities.
The CR population model itself is normalised to local
measurements taken at Earth. The GALPROP model
parameters are tuned to achieve optimal agreement be-
tween Fermi -LAT (Ackermann et al. 2012) data and the
direction-dependent prediction given by integrating ex-

� Earthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo,
Bunkyo, Tokyo 113-0032, Japan

Figure 1. Neutrino flux per unit of solid angle of the KRA5
�

model (Gaggero et al. 2015a), shown as a function of direc-
tion in equatorial coordinates (Hammer projection).

pected �-ray yields along the line of sight from Earth.
The neutral pion decay component estimated by the
conventional model should be accompanied by a neu-
trino flux from charged pion decay.

The conventional model, however, under-predicts the
�-ray flux above 10 GeV in the inner Galaxy (Ack-
ermann et al. 2012). The KRA� models (Gaggero
et al. 2015a,b, 2017) address this issue using a radially-
dependent model for the CR di�usion coe�cient and the
advective wind. The primary CR spectrum assumed
within the KRA� models has an exponential cuto� at

Galactic di↵use emission is subdominant compared to isotropic flux.
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Contribution of Galactic diffuse emission at 10TeV-PeV is subdominant.

< 10 %
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[Ackermann, MA, Anchordoqui, Bustamante et al., Astro2020 arXiv:1903.04334]
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Figure 1: Tests of fundamental physics accessible with neutrinos of different energies.

How do flavors mix at high energies? Experiments with neutrinos of up to TeV energies
have confirmed that the different neutrino flavors, ne, nµ , and nt , mix and oscillate into each other
as they propagate [33]. Figure 3 shows that, if high-energy cosmic neutrinos en route to Earth
oscillate as expected, the predicted allowed region of the ratios of each flavor to the total flux is
small, even after accounting for uncertainties in the parameters that drive the oscillations and in the
neutrino production process [57]. However, at these energies and over cosmological propagation
baselines [58], mixing is untested; BSM effects could affect oscillations, vastly expanding the
allowed region of flavor ratios and making them sensitive probes of BSM [57, 59–68].

What are the fundamental symmetries of Nature? Beyond the TeV scale, the symmetries of
the SM may break or new ones may appear. The effects of breaking lepton-number conservation,
or CPT and Lorentz invariance [69], cornerstones of the SM, are expected to grow with neutrino
energy and affect multiple neutrino observables [70–81]. Currently, the strongest constraints in
neutrinos come from high-energy atmospheric neutrinos [82]; cosmic neutrinos could provide un-
precedented sensitivity [62,71,73,76,78,83–90]. Further, detection of ZeV neutrinos, well beyond
astrophysical expectations, would probe Grand Unified Theories [43, 91–94].

Are neutrinos stable? Neutrinos are essentially stable in the SM [95–97], but BSM physics
could introduce new channels for the heavier neutrinos to decay into the lighter ones [98–100],
with shorter lifetimes. During propagation over cosmological baselines, neutrino decay could leave
imprints on the energy spectrum and flavor composition [65, 101–104]. The associated sensitivity
outperforms existing limits obtained using neutrinos with shorter baselines [103]. Comparable
sensitivities are expected for similar BSM models, like pseudo-Dirac neutrinos [65, 105, 106].

What is dark matter? Cosmic neutrinos can probe the nature of dark matter. Dark matter
may decay or self-annihilate into neutrinos [107–110], leaving imprints on the neutrino energy
spectrum, e.g., line-like features. Searches for these features have yielded strong constraints on
dark matter in the Milky Way [111–113] and nearby galaxies [114]. High-energy cosmic neutrinos

2

cosmic neutrinos


